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Crush Love
 
You have a love to sort after
That little crush love
Be having those butterflies
Swarming around in knots as they go
Twisted
Heart warming like a fuzz ball
Head over heels you fall
For that little crush
Feeling that rush of love
Fever in the air
When two hearts become one
Twisted as they dance
Hand in hand
Crush love
Wanna hold you tight
You, d make my heart just right
Share the love
Live in the circle
Of love miracle
Crush love
So hot and steamy
Scattered pink roses lay across the path
You dance to the beat of the heart
Desiring that crush love
Moving in the rhythm of love
Pulses ablaze
Heart beats with excitement
Of happiness
Crush love
Cherished to the pocket of your soul
Feeling that beat of your heart racing
Embracing the moment
Celebrated honour
Of a lust of lover
Locked safe for
Eternity
Crush love
Owes the key to your heart
In a loving craze
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In the beat of the heart
Ongoing just to in find your
True soul mate
That makes your world shake
And dance that beat
Of a
Crush love
Forever as your hearts ablaze
Just beating
For a
Crush love
By deb Harman (c)
 
Deb harman
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Free
 
love will set you free
is where your heart beat
treasures
 
free
 
to love like the cool breeze blowing it's wind
dance in the beat of the pulse
in the radiance of its shine
 
in your home of loving joy
to be free in the treasures of love
in aura of purity
 
free
 
aura so elegantly  in its will
of triumph
to just be you
in free happiness of love
 
pleasure of your heartened home
where you might give a little love
for free
 
free
 
to a soul that is worth a little loving
in return
that might steal your heart
where you dance and smile for joy
triumph
to the fire that is embedded
deep to the depths of a
gracefully soul
 
free
 
to just be you  in the love web
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in its dance of life aura
 
Deb harman
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Holding Hands
 
take you in my breath
as we dance the waltz of love
just holding hands
our bodies moving so freely
 
mesmerized by the sweet sounds of the
classical music playing nightly in the air
 
dancing on that wharf
in the moonlight
holding hands
binding by sweet love
 
grows stronger by hour of the night
holding hands and dancing sweet song
of loved waltz
music draws us in close
 
so happy as i have that little cry of laughter
slowing a tear drop falls down my cheek
holding hands, holding hands,
dance in the breath of treasured life
 
my love you are just so precious to me
just wanting to stay holding your hands
dancing that waltz forever
 
that night in the wharfs moonlight
holding hands
until i take my last breath of life
my love and soul of heartened hope
holding hands
dancing our waltz of love
holding hands
in the nightly lovers wharf
where our hearts do become one
treasured to the depths of soul
holding hands
loving on the tender
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i surrendered by soul
we dance that waltz of love
holding hands
in every breath
 
Holding Hands
 
Deb harman
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I Heart You 2
 
heart
you feel warmth
so much love to share
it beats on
the pulse
of hour
by hour
as the
world turns
feeling the rhythm
as your dance is so sweet
i heart you
fever, hot,
got your heart to the beat
of the drum
we gonna have fun
our hearts blazed
together in heart shape
maze
loving it you give so much
phaze
i heart you
i heart you
to the core of my
soul
you just make my heart
glow so bright
fever, hot,
we dance this beat
together
i heart you
i heart you
your my treasure
feel so loved
you give that fever of desire
i heart you
i heart you
your my treasure
in this heart shaped
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maze         
where you show alot
of phaze
your my heartbeat lover
as we dance this beat
together
in this heart shaped
maze
vines so full of lovely red roses
twined so amazing in every arch path
as we dance that beat
together
i heart you
i heart you
your my one true heart beat lover
we dance in that heart shaped
craze maze together
by hour
by hour
feeling that fever
as you pull in close
just embracing in the rhythm
when we dance as one
i heart you
i heart you
down to the core of your soul
                 my heartbeat lover
                    will love forever
            hour by hour
                    in this heart shaped maze
                       in this blue sky daze
                          i heart you
 
                                                by deb harman (c)
 
Deb harman
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Kisses
 
in a love maze beach cave
lips are so salty as the sea ocean breeze air
tender we linger, tender we linger
twisting tongues on bide of tide
so sweet and tasty and lastly
in paradise view of the ocean
lovers enjoyment
of lipped pleasure
hands caresses so soft of touch
of a cupped face of embrace
lusting butterfly kisses
so passionately
in the love maze beach cave
in full view of beautiful kisses
adore to your heartened core
tender we linger, tender we linger
kisses in the morning sunrise 
as seagulls fly at half cast
in gentle soft blue sky
of pure bliss
kisses feel amazing
a little fire in the heart
lights a smile to your face
cupped so sweet soft on the touch
of lovers enjoyment
when your hearts beating desiring
every little ache of hunger
that i see in your eyes
lusting in the kisses
for sweet embracing
in the salty ocean maze beach cave
where kisses lingered for hours
in the breeze of the air
so soft sand between your toes
kisses so desired
its a beauty to your soul
just lingered in a hunger
the kisses of love
sun rise to dusk
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in the ocean maze beach cave
adored by kisses of love
cherished to your heart
kisses
 
Deb harman
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Lets Love
 
Let's love with
A opened heart
Full joy and hope
Wishes eloped in the heart
Of prosper wisdom
 
Let's create that love
In expression of gesture
From the soul openly touch
With embodied power
Imaginative thoughts
 
Let's dance together
In this caresses of hearts
Pulses on the rise
Dancing twined in forged
So closely elegantly
 
Let's live in this love
Of ours soulful in pure
Bliss in our heavenly
Love cottage by the sea
 
Let's inhale the salty
Air of sea so beauty
Waters of waves so amazing
Sand castles built so scattered along
The seas beach
Shells in clusters along the seas shoreline
Inhale the love we share this
Together
 
Let's pray together
That this happy life will never end
Gracefully in love in this salty
Sea air, in the love cottage
Where we live in embodied
Bliss
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Let's love as we dance that sea
Shoreline closely desiring
Embracing each others kiss
In this loving morning shine
In blue blazing skyline
Full of love and hope
Dancing together for
Eternity
Let's love
 
Deb harman
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Life Is Beautiful
 
Life is a beautiful dance
Of hope and prays
To feeling free
Loving smile that's so contagious
Be so strong and courageous
In a life that's full of beauty
Of natures wrath
Beautiful, beautiful, dance
Let those feet loose and have fun
With willings of brave
Certainly crave
Happiness is in the eye of heart
Depths to your soul
To fill so much joy
Life is a beautiful, beautiful, dance
Cherished of hope
Of true inner self peace
A true vulture
In this natures wrath
a life's portrait
A tale of love
Survival of self legacy
Life is a beautiful, beautiful, dance
Filled with so much radiance
With the pure sun that shines rays
Over the blue amaze sky
In this natures wrath of
Treasured earth
Life is a beautiful, beautiful, dance
Full with lovely wishes
Dreams of secrets kept to your soul
In this beautiful life
That love to dance
 
Deb harman
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Musical Charm
 
my lucky charm
is the key note
to my heart
a little musical charm
precious gem
its beats the rhythm
of fave song
so magical
silver in its grace
precious gem
a little musical charm
is the beat of life
to a story told
through the keynote sound
lyrics are embedded in its soul
of magical perfection
precious gem
a little musical charm
is the design of a tattoo
placed upon your heart
desired with all of love
wear it treasured forever
cause the musical charm
beat never dies
the rhythm just keeps
beating to your heartened
heart
precious gem
a little musical  charm
it awakes your soul
in magical perfection
its just that keynote to your heart
the beater of sound
a little musical charm
chained to your arm
magical in beauty
treasured to your soul
its just a little musical charm
locked to the heart
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to keynote to lyrics of soulful
beating rhythm
precious gem
just that little musical charm
magical in its beauty
    (musical poem)  musical charm
 
Deb harman
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Ride
 
It's a beautiful ride
In life a loving journey
One peace of happiness
Treasures of memories
 
On the motorcycle
Cruising down the freeway
country
 
With wind in your hair
With the sun set on the horizon
 
Joy of love over body
A rush of thrill excitement
 
It was beautiful amazing
Feeling
Just out in that opened
Adventure of nature
 
It was a ride of life
Deepened to your soul
With that feeling of love in your heart
 
Journey ride of joy and love
Peaceful to the earth you breathed
 
Bathed in it's full glory
Sunset amber sky
ride into
Freeway
Horizon
With love of natures
Wrath of
Radiant breeze
Of desiring love
 
In a loving journey
Of beautiful memories
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With motorcycle
Of amazing ride
 
Breathed in the air of country
Sunflowers riding into the sunset
Horizon
 
Peaceful
One love, one life
In one journey of a ride
So loved with the bless of hope
 
In this picture perfect ride
 
Deb harman
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Song
 
Sing a song for me
of praise and hope
my sweet love
your beat is music to my ears
i love it when you sing for me
feeling of love in my heart
your sweet serenade
so  beautiful
- - - - - - - - -
my heart grows by the hour for you
melting me, melting me,
making me happy and cherry
warmth of your tone just so amazing
just so graceful mesmerized
just wanting to bathe in your voice forever
- - - - - - - - - -
my heart grows on the hour for you
your beat is pure perfect of perfection
so so soulful, so so soulful
with your sweet serenade
strumming your guitar
i look into your eyes
there, s that glint of love
you share with me through
the music of your words
that light my heart, melt my heart,
by the hour of your love
- - - - - - - - - - -
when you sing so so sweetly to me
its pure perfection
of a love i honor
deep to my heart
your just my love
that sang for me
on the beating hour
as love grew by that hour of wishful hope
your my music song to my ears
my sweet love    
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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sang sweet love odes to me
while strumming your guitar
by the sun set of the daily hour
you filled me with so much love
cherished to my heart forever
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
song
 
Deb harman
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